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ABSTRACT:
The noise coming from wind power development can be an environmental impact for
the surrounding communities. It is well known that the main wind turbine noise is
caused by the movement of the turbine wings through the air. However, there are
uncertainties about the importance of machinery sounds and possible variations among
wind turbines. A high resolution acquisition system was used to perform a field
experiment comparison of the noise spectra from some wind turbines at Laholm
(Sweden). The results have shown different band spectra peaks associated to machinery
sounds among wind turbines from the same model and also from those of different
manufactures. Maintenance conditions of these wind turbines could explain the
differences in intensity and frequency locations of the band spectra peaks found. In
order to know the importance for human audition of these peaks, listening test or doseresponse studies would be needed to provide relevant information in this regard. The
methodology developed in this study is suggested to be useful for identifying certain
machinery failures which could corrupt the noise sounds emitted at certain wind turbine
locations.

Keywords: Noise spectra, Wind turbine, Comparisons, Narrow frequency bands,
Machinery sounds, Human perception, Tones
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 BACKGROUND
Nowadays wind power has become one of the most popular renewable energy sources
used worldwide. There has been a great development of wind farms in the last decades
in order to fulfil environmental targets by many countries. The growth of these ‘green’
energy infrastructures has motivated some environmental issues as noise pollution
among others (Pedersen et al. 2004)
The terms sound and noise are two categories used to make reference to the same
physical phenomenon. However, as it is defined by the Environmental Noise Directive
(2002/49/EC), noise is foreign or harmful unwanted sound generated to which one is
not voluntarily exposed. From a physic point of view, sound is a pressure wave that
leads to momentary compression and decompressions through the propagation medium
(air). Thus, sound emissions are characterized by its amplitude and its frequencies
which makes in terms of human hearing loudness and tonality respectively. The
loudness of the sound is measured through changes in the air pressure levels which are
therefore detected at Pascal units (Pa). However, historically this unit have been
converted by a logarithmic transformation into decibel units (dB), resulting in a much
more manageable unit (Barti, 2009). The tonality is measured by the number of waves
per second and the international measurement unit is the Hertz (Hz).
The sound is classified into simple and complex attending to its physical characteristics.
In the case of simple sounds, the power is concentrated at a given frequency and
complex sound consistsof a number of sounds emitting power intensity at different
frequencies. Usually the most of the sounds coming from acoustic sources are complex,
having their frequencycontent distributed over a large frequency range. For this reason,
the relationship between noise intensity and its frequency distribution is a key
characteristic for a meaningful analysis of the noise and to build up what is known as
the noise spectrum (Cucurachi and Heijungs, 2014).
1.2 HUMAN PERCEPTION
The human hearing threshold related to the frequency is from 20 Hz to 20000 Hz, where
16% and 2% of the population is 6 dB and 12 dB respectively more sensitive due to
biological variations (Ambrose et al. 2012). Along the entire frequency range not all the
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sounds are perceived by humans at the same
intensity level. For instance, two sounds with
the same intensity of 50 dB but having
different frequencies are not received at the
same intensity level by the human brain
system. That was originally studied by
Fletcher and Munson in 1933. They created
the equal loudness contours which are curves
that represent the same human subjective

Figure 1 Equal loudness contour (Fletcher and Munson,
1933) X-axis is intensity in dB and Y-axis frequency in Hz.

impression level depending on both intensity
and frequency content (figure 1). The lowest curve plotted is associated to the lower
limit of audibility for humans. Thus, it can be observed that the human ear is more
sensitive to mid frequencies around 1,000-3,500 Hz and less sensitive in low and high
frequency sounds. Based on this concept, the noise measurements in dB are over
weighting onto the frequency ranges that humans can hear the most. This is known as
the A- weighting dB and the majority of noise measurement equipment works using this
form of weighting (Truax, 1999).
Another concept that is also relevant for human perception is the noise which contains
tones. The feeling of a tone occurs when there is enough intensity level concentrated at
some frequencies which makes humans able to recognize it among other sounds
(Cucurachi and Heijungs, 2014). It is well known that noises with tones are more
intrusive than other sounds because they are much more perceivable (Patsouras et al
2012; Persson-Waye and Öhrstrom, 2002). This fact has led to impose some law
restrictions like in the Swedish National Board on Health and Welfare´s guidelines
(2005), where the agreed noise value for indoor house noise is 5 dBA lower for noises
with tones. Other example can be found in the Danish Statutory order about Noise from
wind turbine no.1284, in which noises that hold tone must be penalized by adding 5
dBA to the total noise intensity level
1.3 NOISE SPECTRA
A noise spectrum displays on a graph the different frequencies present in the noise
related to their intensity levels. Most of the noises coming from acoustic sources have
their frequency content distributed through a large section of the audible range that is
2

so-called broad band noise. Thanks to the spectrum representation it is possible to
determine whether noises show relevant power peak at certain frequency which could
be tones or not (Truax, 1999).
The device usually used to measure noise is thesound level meter which makes a dBA
integration of the measured levels over a frequency range. After that, in order to carry
out tonality assessments, sound intensity levels arefiltered by grouping them in certain
band widths. The width of each band isdefined as an octave or one-third octaves. These
octaves work as a filter channel grouping sounds into frequency ranges, and then
averaging noise level intensity for each range. The width of each channel is determined
by the frequency ratio 2:1 and it is the most usual method contained in many standards
and regulatory noise laws (Barti, 2000).
The recording of the acoustic signal over the time can be also done by the use of highresolution acquisition equipment (Bååth, 2013). This system allows reaching very high
resolution and therefore frequency filtering may achieve 1 Hz instead of grouping
frequency ranges as it is usually done at the sound meters.
1.4 WIND TURBINE SPECTRA
There are two main types of noises generated from wind turbines depending on the
source where they are coming from, the aerodynamic and the machinery noises.
The aerodynamic noises can also be divided into some categories. There is noise
originated by the in-flow turbulence when the air is passing throughout the blades of the
wind turbine. It is characterized to be a broad band between 500 Hz and 2000 Hz
(Bååth, 2013, Bolin et al. 2011). This is considering like the dominant source of noise
and it has been described by some physicacoustic descriptors such as ‘swishing’ and
‘whistling’ (Bolin et al. 2011; Taylor et al. 2013). There is also noise originated due to
the aerodynamic interaction between the tower and the blades, and mainly generates
infra and low frequency sounds from 1 up to 30 Hz (Oeramans, 2010). The last source
of aerodynamic noise is the so-called ‘trailing edge noise’ from the turbulence of the
blades. (Bolin et al. 2011)
The machinery sounds are closely related to all the rotational parts of the turbine and
electrical equipment. Turbine elements that may originate noises are the gearbox,
cooling fans, hydraulical pumps, yaw motors, furling system, generator... . These noises
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are characterized to be narrow bandwidth over the whole noise spectra. On the one hand
there are some assessments which have found that these noises can be tones(Roadman
and Huskey, 2013, Ambrose et al.2012) On the other hand, other research support that
these noises are not enough powerful to be superimposed over the whole noise spectrum
(Bocksteal et al. 2012).
1.5 ANNOYANCE AND HEALTH EFFECTS FROM WIND POWER NOISE.
Concerns about noise disturbances from wind turbines have resulted in different
protection laws aiming to ensure the well-being of people living nearby. Several
approaches can be found through the different countries. On the one hand, maximum
permitted noise levels at the facade of dwellings can be settled. An example is the
Swedish National Board of Housing, 2009, where it is established a limit of 40 dB for 8
m/s wind speed outside of the dwellings. On the other hand, there can be minimum
distance from housing to wind turbines (e.g. 500 m coming from the Art. 314‐1 of the
French Energy Law Code).In general, the effects of noise on people can be classified
into three general categories: physiological effects (anxiety, tinnitus, hearing loss),
interference with activities (conversation, sleep) and subjective effects (annoyance,
irritation, dissatisfaction) (Rogers et al. 2006).
No evidences of health or physiological effects have been scientifically proved from
wind power noise on people living in the vicinities as it is reflected by several reviews
on this issue (Knopper and Ollson 2011; Kurpas et al. 2013). Regarding to the
interference with other activities, sleep disorders have been statistically correlated at 4045 dB sound levels in two cross-sectional questionnaire studies in Sweden and the
Netherlands (Pederssen et al. 2009). The most common effects cited by the literature are
annoyances from wind power noise. According to the international standards noise,
annoyance must be measured throughout questionnaires where respondents have to be
asked for their annoyance levels related to a specific emission source (Kurpas et al.
2013). Within this framework, there are some assessments done to highlight the people
percentages who findwind power noise annoying. Two Swedish studies found that
around a 10% of people is disturbed by wind turbines noise at exposure range of 35-40
dB which is within the Swedish benchmark (Pederssen and Persson-Waye; 2004, 2007).
The number of people annoyed by the wind turbine noise is not really high at the legal
limits where dwellings are allowed to be placed. This fact has been supported by
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authors with some illustrative comparison. Kurpas et al. (2013) in their review ‘Health
impact of wind farms’ stated that 500 m away from wind turbines, the noise generated
is equal to a running stream located 50–100 m away. Moreover in an assessment
developed in the theoretical 40 dB border in a wind farm at Oxhult, Sweden, it is
discussed that even a single bird singing could corrupt the measurements due to that the
total noise level coming from the turbines is low at such distance (Bååth, 2013).
1.6 FACTORS EXPLAINING ANNOYANCE FROM WIND POWER NOISE
Despite the fact not very high percentages of wind turbine noise cause annoyance, it has
been proved to occur at a higher degree than other sources of community noise at the
same sound level exposure like for example road traffic (Bockstael et al. 2005) or
industrial noise (Jansen et al.2009).For this reason, there has been some factors
described aiming to explain wind turbine noise annoyance.
First of all, the relationship between the noise intensity and the rate of annoyance has
been statistically proved in several studies (Van der Berg et al. 2008; Pedersen 2007).
The influence of atmospheric conditions and the propagation medium have also been
studied. Van der Berg (2005) proved that atmospheric stable conditions at night can
lead to increase 15 dB in sound levels compared to day conditions at the same wind
speed. Moreover is important to look into the territories where wind turbines are placed.
Wind power noise in rural areas may be perceived as more annoying than in other
zones. This is due to the lower background noise existing in those areas. (Pedersen and
Persson-Waye, 2007).
Also people attitude towards wind turbine may affect annoyance rates. If people can see
directly the machines, they may be more susceptible to experience annoyance at the
same exposure levels (Pedersen and Larsman, 2008). As well as different sensitivity is
reported among individuals, diverse attitudes are shown to explain annoyance. People
who earn money from the wind turbines will be less annoyed than those who do not
Individuals who feel the outside territory as their home area will be more annoyed than
those who feel these areas as out of their territory and suitable for technological
improvements (Pedersen et al. 2007).
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2. MOTIVATION AND AIM
2.1 MOTIVATION
Wind turbine noise is dominated by the noise coming from the wings turbulences
passing through the air. This noise is characterized for being broadband and having
amplitude modulations over the time depending on wind flows and atmospheric
conditions (Smith et al. 2012). By contrast, there are also machinery sounds from wind
turbines that are narrow band width. In this case, some studies have defined these
narrow features either being tones or not. Differences in the outcomes from these
narrow noise spectra features could be explained because of the manufactures’ design
and the maintenance conditions (Broneske, 2009) as well as methodology bias (Liu et
al. 2012).
This hypothesis was also studied in a previous study in 2002. Persson-Waye and
Öhrstrom (2002), hypothesized that noise generation from different wind turbine
depending on mechanism characters may provoke different levels of annoyance. They
carried out an exposure subject test in 25 subjects with recordings from five different
turbine’s manufacturers and they found differences in the rating of annoyance
depending on the wind turbine noise.
Therefore, comparison among wind turbines noise spectra could help to understand if
there are differences in the noise spectra depending on each wind turbine characteristics.
In addition when a noise spectrum is analyzed, if there are some sound characters more
annoying than others they can be identified. Likewise, to perform the analysis of the
noise spectrum by using a high system acquisition system, will lead to have a high
accuracy method and to check out if there are some implications to human hearing.
2.2 AIM OF THE STUDY
The main purpose of this work is to find out if there are differences in the machinery
sounds of several wind turbines in field locations around Laholm’s Bay in Sweden.
The following aspects are specific goals:


To develop a methodology to study noise patterns of wind turbine spectra
and to discuss its reliability.
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To make noise spectra comparisons among several wind turbine models of
similar power rated.



To discuss if the narrow band features from the machinery sound could be
superimposed over the main broadband wind power noise.



To figure out if this factor could help to explain human annoyance from
wind turbine noises.

3.

METHOD

3.1

LITERATURE SEARCH

The first literature search was done to get knowledge on noise annoyance produced by
wind turbines and human perception for the background information. The database
selected for the search at that moment was the ISI Web of Knowledge in which is
combined both technical and health journals. The terms used were “wind turbine” and
“wind power” combined with “annoyan*”, “disturban*”, “health effect*”, “human
hear*” and “human perception”.
A second literature search was carried out to find references assessing noise spectra
from wind turbines. This was done in order to build a previous framework on the
expected noise from wind turbine for the further field data analysis. The databases used
were the ISI Web of Knowledge and Compendex. Compendex was included for looking
on a source of engineering references. The searching words were “wind turbine”, “wind
mill” combined with “spectra” and “spectrum”.
All databases were chosen after consulting a librarian from Halmstad University
Library.
3.2

FIELD EXPERIMENT

3.2.1 FIELD LOCATIONS
The location chosen for this study was the region ofHalland in Sweden. This region is
characterized for being one of theregion holding a great number of wind turbines in the
country. Specifically, the selected area chosen was around Laholm Bay within the
municipality ofLaholm and Halmstad. Wind turbines locations are shown in Figure 1
and geodetic coordinates are available in Appendix I. The landscape in the area is
characterized for being rural and flat. Therefore, there are not high background noises
expected from large human settlements or other infrastructures.
7

Figure 1 .Locations of wind turbines in the field. Laholm municipality, Halland County

3.2.2 MEASUREMENTS DESIGN:
Location to place the microphone:
The distance to make the measurements was taken according to the International
Acoustic Standard IEC61400 to measure noise from wind turbines. This establishes
that the microphone must be placed downwind in a 45º angle made by the top of the
wind turbine and the measurement positions. These distances were measured at field
locations using an angle meter for placing the measuring point in the agreed place.
It is really important to stress that by choosing this location there is a linked issue about
accessibility that will influence the method design and performance of this study. The
field locations are in a rural area with plenty of field crops. Therefore, in some cases the
measurement points are located over growing or planted fields where it is not allowed to
walk on. Thus, the measurements were carried out at places where access was possible
through grass, forest or small paths. This limiting factor has become an exclusion
criterion which forces to design this study as a wind turbine noise survey.
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Number and duration of recordings:
The number of recordings desired was two replicates per wind turbine, each one lasting
30minutes. The two replicates were taken in two different days in order to identify selfnoise features from the wind turbines remaining overthe time. In those recordings noise
polluting from bird’s singing, tractors, cars or other possible background noises were
noted directly in the field at the moment of recording for the subsequent data analysis.
By having 30 minutes recorded for each measurement, it was possible to find time
lapses without any acoustic disturbance than the self-wind turbine noise.
Dates and wind conditions:
The measurements were carried out between April 4thand April 9th 2014. The wind
speed at the recordings time was varies between 4-7 m/s. During these days the registers
from the weather station at Halmstad Airport were used as the wind speed reference in
order to check the wind conditions to performance the field measurements. This
meteorological station is the closest one to the study area and the wind recordings are
taken at 10 meters height. The wind speed has to be measured above 10 m to avoid
ground effects, but if it was done on the microphone place, the recording would be very
much dependent on local obstacles such as houses and trees. To get wind speed
measurements from the top of wind turbines was not feasible either.
Therefore, as all the wind turbines studied were located on the same flat sea landscapeas
the airport, data from this location was used in order to get consistent measurements. It
is important to stress that the possible variations in the machinery sounds are not
influenced by wind speed fluctuations since the range of wind speed selected do not
vary so much . That means that machinery wind turbine noises can be distinguished
even with small wind speed variations which can lead to an increase in both background
noise and noise coming from sudden wind flows.
3.2.3 WIND TURBINE SELECTION
The wind turbine selection could not be made either randomly or systematically because
of the accessibility issue. However, one criteria selection was introduced in order to be
able of make noise comparisons and therefore to fulfil the master’s thesis purpose. It
was that wind turbines were similar power rated with the aim of having similar sizes
and machinery characteristics. The selected wind turbines were 600-750 kW power
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because they are the most common ones installed across this region. The total number
initially selected of wind turbines was 15 which are from four different manufacturers.
To see the specific features of the wind turbines check Appendix I.
3.2.4 EQUIPMENT:
The equipment used for doing all the measurements was provided by Halmstad
University. It consists in one Fostex-2Le digital recorder, two DBX-RTA-M measuring
microphones and a tripod for mounting the microphones in position. The microphones
were placed 2 meter above ground level to avoid noise ground reflection at 60 cm from
each other. The two microphones generate two streams that are recorded as a single
one. One of the microphones has a wind protection muff to avoid noise from direct
sudden wind flows into the microphone.
The noise level from this wind protected microphone was used exclusively when the
two noise levels from both microphones do not agree within 3 dB. All the devices were
plugged into a 12 V battery and the digital records were stored in wav format on a
Compact Flash Card. The characteristics of all the devices allows to record in high
resolution way recording at 44100 sample per seconds and from 20 Hz to 20 000 Hz of
frequency resolution. All the instruments used on this study have been calibrated in a
published previous assessment on wind turbine noise spectra according to
manufacturers’ statements for these devices (Bååth, 2013).
3.2.5 DATA ANALYSIS:
The recordings obtained from the field measurements were treated using the software
Matlab 7.0. The audio signals recorded in wav format were first divided into 1 s
sections and then Fourier transformed. This transformation is needed to be done in order
to get a spectrum from the audio signal. The sound intensity from 1 Hz to 20 kHz of
each 1 s section was converted into dBA scale by the corresponding Log
transformation.
Once all the previous data treatments were accomplished, there were two different steps
regarding to the graph creations for the further interpretation of the results.


The first one was to originate three dimensional figures showing together the
noise intensity in dBA, the frequency range from 0-20 000 Hz at 1 Hz band
resolution and the time in seconds for the whole recordings (Appendix II). By
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looking at the evolution of the acoustic signal through the time, it was possible
to find polluted points from other acoustic sources such as cars, tractors or birds’
singing. Notes taken during the field work help to identify these polluted points
as well as playing the recordings in the computer. At this point, periods of time
without pollution were pointed out for each recording (Appendix IV).


The second step was to take the longest not polluted period of time for each
recording and to create with them high resolution band spectra graphs. These
graphs were made by averaging the intensity of each 1 Hz band frequency at 1
second time integration. There were three graphs created according to the
following frequency ranges: 0-10000 Hz, 0-5000 Hz and 0-1000 Hz. To narrow
down the frequency ranges was done in order to look for a better resolution in
where narrow bandwidth features from machinery sound are expected. In
addition, these graphs will be used to discuss if possible spectra features
detected at the different band resolutions are enough powerful to influence the
whole noise spectra.

3.2.6 MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY:
As it has been explained before, there are several reasons that influenced the final
number of available measurements.
Some of the measurement locations became inaccessible from one day to another
because of little changes in wind direction moved the downwind position to an
inaccessible point. Also rainy conditions which could damage the electrical devices did
not allow taking some of the planned measurements. Five measurements in total could
not be performed for this reason.
Although the recordings were filtered to identify polluted periods of time within the
data analysis, there were still polluted recordings. That was because some of the chosen
locations were close to busy roads and therefore car noises remain constantly through
all the recordings. As a result of that, another five more recordings were still polluted
and rejected for the analysis of the results.
The final number of recordings used for the results was 20 coming from 12 different
wind turbines. All the process explained above is illustratedin Table 1.
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Table 1 Measurements’ structure explanation. The green cells show when recordings were
available and red cells when they were not respectively for each step. The dates and wind speed
register for each measurement are also displayed. Wind speed is given in meter per seconds at 10 m
height from the reference meteorological station at Halmstad Airport.

Manufacturer and

Number of

Recorded at

Recordings after

Wind Turbine

measurement

field locations

pollution analysis

Wind World, W 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Neg Micon, NM 750/43

Neg Micon, NM 750/43

Wind World, W 600/42

Bonus, B 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Wind World, W 600/42

Vestas V 600/42

Vestas V 600/42

speed

1.1

4th April

1.2

7th April

2.1

4th April

5 m/s

2.2

7th April

5 m/s

th

3.1

4 April

3.2

7th April

4.1

4th April
th

5 m/s

4.5 m/s

4 m/s

4.2

8 April

7 m/s

5.1

4th April

5 m/s

th

5.2

8 April

6.1

4th April

4 m/s

th

6.2

7 April

7.1

4th April

7.2
Vestas V 660/42

Wind

(red = polluted samples)

model
Wind World, W 600/42

Date

5 m/s

th

5 m/s

th

7 April

8.1

5 April

4.5 m/s

8.2

7th April

4 m/s

th

9.1

5 April

6m/s

9.2

7th April

4 m/s

10.1

5th April

5 m/s

10.2

7th April

4 m/s

11.1

th

5 m/s

th

5 April

11.2

7 April

4 m/s

12.1

5th April

5 m/s

th

12.2

7 April

4 m/s

13.1

5th April

5.5 m/s

13.2

7th April

4 m/s

th

14.1

6 April

5 m/s

14.2

8th April

6 m/s

th

15.1

6 April

15.2

8th April

4.8 m/s
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4. RESULTS
4.1 BACKGROUND NOISE
4.1.1 EXTERNAL ACOUSTIC SOURCE IDENTIFICATION

Although the study area was a rural
landscape

with

low

noise

and

background noise, there were some
momentary sources of disturbances
which were easily identified.

Two

examples of this fact are highlighted
above.
Figure 3 shows the first recording of
Wind turbine number 1, where there
was a tractor passing close to the
microphone

position

around

1000

seconds. The peak originated is clearly
visible through the graph.

Figure 3.Spectra polluted by a tractor of the first recording from Wind
Turbine 1. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

In figure 4 is shown another noise
pollution source such as bird’s singing.
This recording shows the first recording
of wind turbine number 10. There are
two time-lapses when birds were singing
close to the microphone position around
1000 and 1500 seconds. This is easily
visible at the graph from 2000 Hz to
5000 Hz.
All the three-dimensional graphs used to
identify the polluted periods of time for all
recordings are compiled in Appendix II

Figure 4.Spectra polluted by birds ‘singing of the first recording from Wind
Turbine 10. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA
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4.1.2 REMAINING HIGH POLLUTED RECORDINGS
Even when all the recordings without any noise pollution disturbance were cut, there
were still polluted recordings corresponding to wind turbines number 1, 3 and 13
(Appendix V). This was detected in the high resolution band spectra graphs as it is
shown inthe figure 5. The spectra lines remain too wide for a feasible analysis of the
graph. This phenomenon is associatedtothe proximity of busy roads to these wind
turbine locations, which makes difficult to distinguish the spectra of wind turbine
noises.

Figure 5.Spectra of the second recording from Wind Turbine 7.X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz and
Y-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

4.2 WIND TURBINE NOISE
All the graphs created using the recordings of each wind turbine are compiled in the
Appendix IV. Key selected graphs are shown in order to both highlight and summarize
the main results found through the following chapter.
4.2.1 MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE BROAD BAND SPECTRUM
Looking at the band spectrum distribution on the graphs obtained for wide band
resolution (0-10000 Hz), it seems that the wind turbine noise shows the highest intensity
between 500 and 2000 Hz. This fact can be clearly observed over the time spectrum at
the three dimensional figures. Figure 6 shows the spectrum for the 30 minutes recorded
at wind turbine 14. Sound intensity can be easily identifiable as red peaks being the
most intense and blue peaks the less
14

By averaging the noise intensity of the whole recordings at 1 Hz frequency resolution,
the line spectra rises up to about 1000 Hz and then it keeps linearly decreasing in
intensity. This can be observed in figure 7 which shows the time integrated noise
spectra for the first recording of wind turbine number 15.

Figure 6. Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind turbine#14. X-axis shows
frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 7.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #15 from the first recording. X-axis is the
frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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4.2.2 SPECIFIC BAND SPECTRA FEATURES FROM EACH WIND TURBINE
Comparisons of the noise spectra obtained from two recordings taken in two different
days of the same wind turbine, allows identifying peak and narrow band features
specific of eachwind turbine (figure 8).

Figure 8. Noise spectra comparison of the two recordings from Wind turbine #12,#2 and #8. Graphs on the left
correspond to the first measurements. Graphs on the right correspond to the second measurement. X-axis shows
frequency at three different frequency range, 0-1000, 0-5000 and 0-10 000 Hz. Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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The same patterns and peak locations were found comparing the spectra of the eight
wind turbines in which there were two available recordings. This fact, indicates how
self-machinery noise remains in the spectra despite of changes in wind speed or other
small fluctuations from one day to another.
However, in one of the comparison itwas possible to see the following pattern. The
peak´s intensity remains higher in those measurements with higher total noise level.
Figure 9 contains the comparison of the band spectra for wind turbine numbers 4 and 11
at 0-5000 Hz frequency resolution.
On the left side the graphs corresponding to the first measurements of wind turbine
number 4 and 11 show a total noise level of 43.69 dBA and 47.30 dBA respectively. On
the right side the graphs corresponding to the second measurements with a total noise
level of 50.80 dBA and 50.30 dBA respectively for the same turbines. The peak around
1500 Hz on the first measurements are higher relative to the whole band line spectra
than in the second measurements which have higher total noise.

Figure 9.Noise spectra comparison of the two recordings from Wind turbine #4 and #11. Graphs on the left correspond to
the first measurements. Graphs on the right correspond to the second measurement. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz
and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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4.2.3 IDENTIFICATION OF NARROW BAND SPECTRA FEATURES.
The identification of peaks and spectra features was possible narrowing down the
frequency resolution. The different findings are explained in accordance to the
frequency ranges used for the graphs creation. All the graphs created for each single
wind turbine can be found in the Appendix IV.
The spectra from 0 to1000 Hz


In eight out of the twelve
wind turbines analyzed, there
has been found a clear peak at
50 Hz. That was in the
recordings from wind turbine
numbers 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 14
and 15 which correspond to
turbines

from

all

the

manufactures. This can be
found in figure 10 which
shows

the

narrow

band

turbine spectra for wind turbine

Figure 10.Noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the first recording. X-axis is
the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

number twelve.


At 150 Hz frequency, there is
another

band

spectra

peak

distinguished from others. This
was found in wind turbine
numbers 3, 4, 14 and 15 which
corresponds

to

Vestas

and

Wind world models. Figure 11
shows the peak of the recording
from wind turbine number 4.

Figure 11.Noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the first recording. X-axis is the
frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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The last remarkable band spectra peak was found around 550-600 Hz at wind
turbines number #8, #11 and #12 which correspond to Vestas and Wind World
models. Figure 12 shows the found peak in the recordings of wind turbine number
11.

Figure 12.Noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the first recording. X-axis is the
frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

The spectra from 1000 to 5000 Hz


A clear peak was detected between 1500-1800 Hz in the recordings coming from
wind turbine numbers 3, 4,
6, 8, 9, 10 and 11 which
correspond to all wind
turbine models. It was
found in seven out of the
twelve

wind

turbines

analyzed. In figure 13 it
can be seen how this peak
reach up to 25 dB intensity
in the recording from wind
turbine number 8.

Figure 13. Noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the first recording. X-axis is the
frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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The last remarkable band spectra peak found was around 3000-3500 Hz. This peak
was found exclusively in wind turbine number 3 (figure 14) and (figure 15), which
are the two turbines available for the model NegMicon 42/750. However, both
intensity and frequency varies greatly between the two wind turbines.

Figure 14. Noise spectra of wind turbine #3 from the
first recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and
Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 15. Noise spectra of wind turbine #3 from the
first recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and
Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

4.2.4 NOISE PATTERN COMPARISON AMONG WIND TURBINE MODELS.
As it has been shown in the previous section, the band spectra peaks appear in several of
the wind turbine models. Table 2 shows the total number of turbines where a specific
peak occurs. The first four peak frequency locations assessed occur in all turbine
models. The peak in frequency between 3000 and 3500 Hz only happens in a single
model of wind turbines, that is, it is not repeated in any different model.
Table 2.Total number of turbines where the frequency peaks are found

50 Hz

8

150-200 Hz

4

550-600 Hz

3

1500-1800 Hz

7

All manufacturer
models

Peak frequency locations Total number of wind turbines Occurrency

3000-3500 Hz

2

One model
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In addition to that fact, there are also differences between wind turbines of the same
model. As it can be seen in figure 16 (which represents turbine #15) and figure 17 (that
is turbine #8) they belong to the same model of turbine, but show different patterns
regarding frequency peaks. In figure 16 the band spectra line decrease almost linearly,
while in figure 17 it is interrupted by a peak around 1500 Hz of frequency.

Figure 16.Noise spectra of wind turbine #15 from the first recording.
X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

‘

Figure 17.Noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the first recording. Xaxis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA
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5. DISCUSSION
5.1 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS
Possible differences on the machinery sounds among wind turbines suggested by
Persson-Waye and Öhrstrom (2002), Broneske, (2009) and Liu et al. (2012) have been
assessed here using a high resolution method to analyse noise spectrum. The results
presented in this study confirm that there are different narrow band spectra features
unique for each wind turbine. This fact has been tested because specific peaks remain
equal in the recordings taken at two different days for the same wind turbine.
Differences in noise spectra found among the same or different wind turbine models
could be explained due to machinery conditions. Roadman and Huskey (2012) observed
that a reportable tone from a wind turbine was no longer noticeable after the lubrication
of the furling mechanism. Therefore, the machinery maintenance of the wind turbines
could influence the noise generated and it could make differences for the noise spectra
analysis.
Regarding the frequency filtering of the data, the 1 Hz integration over 1 second
segments has proven to detect the narrow bandwidth features coming from machinery
sounds.The frequency filtering ranges usually taken in the octave or one-third octaves
methods could led to hide machinery sounds as it was reflected by Liu et al.(2012) in
their attempt to improve the tonality evaluation of wind turbine noise. Although other
methodology variations, the frequency filtering of the data could explain the differences
between studies supporting that machinery sounds could be superimposed over the main
broadband wind turbine noise (Ambrose et al.2014;Roadman and Huskey,2013) and
those which support that they are not relevant (Moller and Pedersen,2010; Bocksteal et
al.2012).
A factor that may disturb the results could be the variation in the wind speeds measured
at the airport and the real ones over each wind turbine locations. According to the wind
measurements in the field work dates, the wind speed were mainly varies from 4 to 6
m/s on the recording times.Despite that wind turbines are located on the same flat area
as the airport, local flows can varies these wind speed. Wind speed may influence the
rotational velocity of the wind turbine wings and therefore the more wind speed the
more noise is registered (van der Berg, 2005; Oerlemansa et al. 2007). However, the
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machinery sounds recorded are not expected to varysince the wind turbines were
working at similar wind speed. The only influence observed was observed in one noise
spectra comparison of recordings at 7 m/s and 4 m/s for the same wind turbine.The
narrow band features associated to the machinery sound were much higher in intensity
at the lowest wind speed. This could suggest that at higher wind speeds, the machinery
sound could be overlapped by the wind dependent aerodynamic noise.
Another factor that must be taken into consideration is that all the measurements were
taken at the 45º angle made by the top of the wind turbine and the measurement point.
Attending to the sizes of wind turbine studied, the distance is about 100-150 meters
which is normally not allowed to build dwelling according to the law protections. The
noise propagationis a complex process which may be influenced by many factors such
as landscapes features (Pedersen and Persson-Waye, 2007) or atmospheric conditions
(Van der Berg et al.2008). The recordings were taken at these places suggested by the
Acoustic Standard IEC61400 to measure noise from wind turbines in order to avoid that
result bias. Therefore, it was out of the scope of the study to analyze how these narrow
band spectra could be transmitted to the areas nearby.
To assess whether these narrow band peaks are important for human hearing or not was
done by A-weighted noise levels in order to adjust intensity levels to human threshold.
The outcomes shown that noise intensity of the different narrow band peaks varies
among wind turbines. However, it is important to stress that this analysis was based just
on a visual physic analysis through spectrum graphs and listening tests may be
preferable since the way brain human response to noise is complex. To performance a
dose-response rating test with the obtained recordings and to relate it to each noise wind
turbine spectra analysed, would help to interpret if the narrow band spectra features
could influence human perception (Persson-Waye and Öhrstrom, 2002).
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5.2 LIMITATIONS
The main limitation of the study was the accessibility to the measurement points
because there wereplanted fields surrounding wind turbines that made it impossible to
place the equipment at some locations. This issue influenced the wind turbine selection
and further studies that aim to account with recordings of several wind turbines in rural
areas should be carefully designed in this regard. In order to figure out differences
among wind turbine manufactures, an extensive wind turbine pool would be necessary
in order to be able to make some statistics comparison and to make some statements.
Therefore, results depending on manufacturer models should be interpreted with
caution.
This study was performed in a rural landscape with not high noise levels expected
coming from other acoustic sources than the wind turbine. The proximity of two busy
roads led to reject of recordings from two wind turbines for the analysis of the results.
Thus, the methodology used in this study would not work at locations where there is
high background noise polluting the recordings like highways or other human
infrastructures emitting constantly noises.
Although wind speed measurements were taken at a nearby weather station located in
the same landscape area, the accuracy of these measurements may be questioned since
they are not exactly recorded at wind turbines locations. However, the aim of this study
was to assess sound patterns from wind turbine noise emission which are not dependent
on wind speed variations. This means that noise pattern studied would keep detectable
even that wind speed at wind turbines do not exactly match the registers used. These
wind speed measurements are used as indications to know that wind turbines are
supposed to work at full speed.
5.3 APPLICATION OF THE WORK
The methodology carried out in this study has shown a high accuracy method to detect
machinery sounds from wind turbines. Hence, this could be useful in cases when noise
annoyance from wind turbine is reported at certain locations and the standard noise
evaluations grouping frequencies by octaves or one-third octave are not capable to
identify machinery sounds. Given the case that machinery sounds could become
audible, to use this methodology would help to address if human annoyance can be
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influenced by this factor. In addition, by talking to the wind turbine owners would be
possible to detect machinery failures which results in sounds emissions and try to fix
them.
Future work should be carried on a larger basis, that is, to analyze a much higher
number of wind turbines from both different models and power capacity. Also, as it has
been discussed before, to develop listening tests using the obtained recordings would
help to analyze human perception of the different noise patterns found.
6. CONCLUSION
It has been shown that narrow frequency filtering at 1 Hz and the high resolution
acquisition systems may detect band spectra features coming from wind turbine noise.
Differences noise patterns have been observed through variations in band spectra peaks
in both different and the same wind turbine models. The maintenance conditions and
manufacturer’ design are possible hypotheses to explain these variations. It would be
advisable to observe if by fixing or replacing machinery parts, these narrow band
spectra peaks would disappear.
Besides all the factors already studied to explain noise annoyance from wind turbines, it
could be encouraging to do high resolution spectra analysis looking to identify possible
peaks features that could contribute to the total noise level emissions from wind
turbines.
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Appendix I, Wind turbine descriptions. Information available about sizes,
manufacturerand geodetic coordinates is provided in the tables for each wind turbine

Wind Turbine
number

#1

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 40’ N
13º 01” 24’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms

Wind Turbine
number

#2

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 50’ N
13º 00” 25’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms

Wind Turbine
number

#3

Wind Turbine
model

NegMicon, 750 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:67 m
Rotor diameter: 48 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 3’ N
13º 00” 14’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Östorp, rural
and flat landscape with
some farms.

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 1

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 2

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 3

Wind Turbine
number

#4

Wind Turbine
model

NegMicon, 750 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:67 m
Rotor diameter: 48 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 31” 48’ N
12º 59” 46’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Östorp, rural
and flat landscape with
some farms

Wind Turbine
number

#5

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 22’ N
13º 02” 30’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms.

Wind Turbine
number

#6

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 22’ N
13º 02” 30’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms.

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 4

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 5

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 6

Wind Turbine
number

#7

Wind Turbine
model

Bonus, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:47 m
Rotor diameter: 44 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 35” 28’ N
12º 57” 41’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Eldberga,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms

Wind Turbine
number

#8

Wind Turbine
model

Vestas, 660 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height: 50 m
Rotor diameter: 47 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 29” 20’ N
12º 59” 23’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Turlstop,
rural and flat area,
railways close to the
area

Wind Turbine
number

#9

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 29” 26’ N
12º 59” 31’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Turlstop,
rural and flat area,
railways close to the
area

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 7

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 8

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 9

Wind Turbine
number

#10

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 29” 24’ N
12º 59” 47’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Turlstop,
rural and flat area,
railways close to the
area

Wind Turbine
number

#11

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 29” 29’ N
12º 59” 17’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Turlstop,
rural and flat area,
railways close to the
area.

Wind Turbine
number

#12

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 25” 25’ N
13º 03” 20’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Vaxtorp, rural
and flat area with some
farmes. No roads in the
proximities.

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 10

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 11

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 12

Wind Turbine
number

#13

Wind Turbine
model

Wind world, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:42 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º27” 24’ N
13º 00” 50’ W

Area
description

Laholm, Vallberga,
rural and flat area with
some farms

Wind Turbine
number

#14

Wind Turbine
model

Vestas, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:44 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 14’ N
13º 02” 39’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms.

Wind Turbine
number

#15

Wind Turbine
model

Vestas, 600 kW

Wind Turbine
sizes

Hub height:50 m
Rotor diameter:44 m

Geodetic
coordinates

56º 32” 10’ N
13º 02” 44’ W

Area
description

Laholm, LillaTjärby,
rural and flat landscape
with some farms..

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 13

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 14

Picture took at field location of Wind Turbine number 15

Appendix II.Three-dimensional graphs showing noise spectrum for the identification of
polluted point over the full time recordings.

Wind turbine #1:
-First measurement
graph on the left

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
tractor and farms
works near to
measurement location

Wind turbine #2:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Car passing close to
the measurement
position in the second
measurement.

Wind turbine #3:
-First measurement
graph on the left

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Car passing close to
the measurement
position at the end of
the recording.
Wind turbine #4:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Some birds singing

Wind turbine #5:
-First measurement
graph on the left

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Car passing near to
the measurement
position
Wind turbine #6:
-First measurement
graph on the left

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Some birds singing at
the middle of the
recording

Wind turbine #7:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Busy road close to the
measurement location

Wind turbine #8:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Trains passing near to
the measurement
locations

Wind turbine #9:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Trains passing near to
the measurement
locations and some
birds singing.
Wind turbine #10:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic
pollution:Some birds
singing

Wind turbine #11:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic pollution:
Trains passing near to
the measurement
location
Wind turbine #12:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic
pollution:Nothing

Wind turbine #13:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic
pollution:Busy road
close to the
measurement location
Wind turbine #14:
-First measurement
graph on the left
-Second measurement
graph on the right

Cause of external
acoustic
pollution:Some birds
singing

Wind turbine #15:
-First measurement
graph on the left

Cause of external
acoustic
pollution:Some birds
singing

Appendix III. Not polluted recording times from the 20 measurements analyzed. Time
periods are given in seconds from the beginning to the end of the pointed time.
Not polluted periods of time for the analyzed recordings
N turbine. N measurement

2.1
2.2
3.1
4.1
4.2
5.1
6.1
8.1
8.2
9.1
9.2
10.1
10.2
11.1
11.2
12.1
12.2
14.1
14.2
15.1

Range of time in seconds from the beginning to the end

0-1200
30-1800
360-1140
300-1740
0-1580
1040-1800
0-690
296-1200
0-1340
0-600
380-1255
0-540
0-600
360-1800
0-840
0-1800
0-1800
0-1800
90-1800
1140-1800

Appendix IV.Graphs obtained for the not polluted periods of time for each recording.
For each recordings there are the following graph obtained:


Figure 1: Three dimensional graph showing the acoustic evolution of the spectra
trough the time. X-axis it the frequency 0-5 000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in
seconds and Z-axis is the noise intensity in dBA



Figure 2: Average noise spectra for the period of time not polluted from other
acoustic signals. X-axis shows the frequency 0-1 000 and Y-axis the intensity in
dBA



Figure 3:Average noise spectra for the period of time not polluted from other
acoustic signals. X-axis shows the frequency 0-5 000 and Y-axis the intensity in
dBA



Figure 4:Average noise spectra for the period of time not polluted from other
acoustic signals. X-axis shows the frequency 0-10 000 and Y-axis the intensity
in dBA

WIND TURBINE #1, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from Wind Turbine#1. Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #1 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #1 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #1 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE #2, FIRST MEASUREMENT

00

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from Wind Turbine#2. Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#2, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from Wind
Turbine#2. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2 from the
secondrecording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity
in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #2from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#3, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from Wind Turbine#3. Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #3 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #3 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #3 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#4, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from Wind Turbine#4 Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#4, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from Wind Turbine#4.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the second recording.
X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #4 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

WIND TURBINE#5, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#5 Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #5 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #5 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #5 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#6, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#6Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #6 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #6 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #6 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#7, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#7. Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#7, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind turbine#7.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #7 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#8, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#8.
Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis shows
the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#8, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind turbine#8.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #8 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#9, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#9. Xaxis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#9, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind turbine#9.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #9 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#10, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#10.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#10, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind
turbine#10. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #10 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#11, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#11.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#11, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind
turbine#11. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #11 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#12, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#12.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#12, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind
turbine#12. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #12 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#13, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#13.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#13, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind
turbine#13. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #13 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#14, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#14.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#14, SECOND MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the second recording from wind
turbine#14. X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds
and Z-axis shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #14 from the second
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA

WIND TURBINE#15, FIRST MEASUREMENT

Figure 1.Not polluted Spectrum of the first recording from wind turbine#15.
X-axis shows frequency 0-5000 Hz, Y-axis is the time in seconds and Z-axis
shows the noise intensity in dBA

Figure 3.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #15 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-5 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 2.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #15 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-1 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in dBA

Figure 4.Not polluted noise spectra of wind turbine #15 from the first
recording. X-axis is the frequency 0-10 000 Hz and Y-axis is the intensity in
dBA
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